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Routledge, London, UK. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. First
Edition. The partition of the Indian subcontinent, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the erstwhile
Yugoslavia, the reunification of Germany, the continuing feud between the two Koreas, the Irish
peace process, the case of Israel/ Palestine and the lingering division of Cyprus have together
fuelled new thinking on the strategy and acts of partitioning countries, states, nations and
continuities. They have also given rise to a huge body of literature. However, studies of partitions
have usually focused on individual cases. This innovative volume uses comparative analysis to fill
the gap in partition studies and examines cross-cutting isses such as: - Violece - Regional politics -
Peace politics - Geopoloitics - State formation and state building - Union and regional unification -
Transitional strategies - Historical experiences of decolonization and transition Forms of violence
and violent transition are worthy of analysis in their own right; the impact of various forms of
violence on current politics such as ethnological and territorial conflicts or religious pogroms, is
not confined to a locality that witnesses the partition polity - its impact is global. And as there is a
strong link between...
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ReviewsReviews

Definitely among the best book I have got possibly study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Olga Ledner MD-- Olga Ledner MD

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner
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